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	Paper Title: Vertical and Spatial Price transmission Analysis of the Uruguayan beef chain 
	Abstract: This study evaluates the efficiency of the Uruguayan beef market's price transmission and integration with international markets from 2000 to 2020. We analyzed spatial and vertical dimensions using cointegration and price transmission methodology, including the Johansen test, granger causality and Bai perron multiple break test. Results showed limited short-term causality between domestic and U.S. prices. Where causality existed, VECM models assessed market efficiency, revealing slow domestic price adjustments to international levels, with equilibrium taking 14-22 months. The impulse response function indicated asymmetric and persistence responses to international shocks in Uruguay, with low pass-through rates (6-26%). Variance decomposition suggested international shocks explain only a modest portion of Uruguay's price variance shortly after a shock (0.4-13% FEVD, 0.6%-28% GFEVD), slightly increasing over a year.
In contrast, Brazil and Canada displayed more significant international influence on domestic prices (34%-54% variance explanation), highlighting their higher market efficiency with faster adjustments (3 months to equilibrium). The study suggests Uruguay's beef market is relatively inefficient compared to its peers, potentially due to oligopsonic structures and the influence of dominant groups like Minerva Foods, which may increase inefficiencies and price asymmetries.

	Keywords: Price Transmission; Asymmetric Price Transmission; FEVD; GFEVD; VECM; IRF
	JEL Code: Q0
	Introduction: The Uruguayan meat sector, encompassing over 44,000 producers and 13 million hectares, exported meat worth over USD 3.2 billion in 2022, making up 3% of the global meat trade. With China buying 54% of exports, the sector’s significance is pronounced. The recent purchase of Marfrig’s plants by Minerva Foods, making it control 42% of the slaughter capacity, has sparked debate on market concentration and competition in Uruguay. Price transmission analysis serves as a crucial measure of competitive dynamics, examining how price changes in one segment affect the whole market. Efficient price transmission reflects a competitive market, while a lack of it indicates inefficiencies.

Market efficiency is essential for Uruguay’s beef sector, with 70-75% of its production exported. Price transmission is influenced by factors like transportation costs, exchange rate movements, tariffs, and domestic peculiarities, including market power and competition structure. This research aims to understand how international and local prices correlate, considering monopolistic and oligopsonistic influences, revealing the market dynamics and the effectiveness of competition in the Uruguayan meat industry.
	Methodology: 
The  time series integration using the Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron tests. To detect structural breaks, we applied a modified ADF and the Bai-Perron test, ensuring robust results. These breaks, aligned with external shocks, prefaced a Johansen cointegration test for series cointegration, considering breaks as exogenous variables.
Granger Causality tests then probed short-term inter-market causality, crucial for understanding international price impact on Uruguayan prices and among local cattle categories. Engle and Granger (1987) note that cointegrated series suggest a Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) suitability, which gauges market efficiency through horizontal (international-domestic) and vertical (Uruguayan meat chain) price transmissions. The VECM’s error correction coefficient indicates efficiency levels, with its short and long-term coefficients revealing price elasticity and causality.
VECMs also depicted price transmission efficiency from international markets to Uruguay and within its meat chain. Similarly, the impulse-response function (IRF) assessed Uruguayan market responses to shocks in international and other cattle markets. IRF analyses variable response over time to an impulse in another variable, elucidating market interdependence. To discern variance sources in Uruguayan prices, we used forecast error variance decomposition (FEVD) and generalized FEVD (GFEVD).
The data sourced were from INAC, IPCV, and FAO, encompassing consumer and producer prices (butcheries, carcass values of steer and cow), alongside international price indices. The period from January 2000 to December 2020 was studied, with series log-transformed and first-differentiated, normalizing variations for model precision. international ones, follow a long-term relationship, allowing for short-term deviations but adhering to a long-term balance.

	Results: Cointegration was not initially evident across all time series, likely due to structural breaks impacting market efficiency. Through ADF tests incorporating these breaks and Bai-Perron's multiple break test, we could attribute each break to specific exogenous factors. By integrating these breaks as dummy variables in the recalibrated Johansen cointegration test, complete cointegration was confirmed, as Table 3 illustrates. While international and domestic series individually showed cointegration, combining them necessitated accounting for the structural breaks to establish cointegration. These breaks often stem from policy changes, economic events, or market structure shifts.
Granger causality tests were critical in understanding the dynamics within the Uruguayan and international meat chain. Despite Uruguay's significant meat exports, the Granger causality indicated that domestic prices were influenced more by slaughterhouse trends than international prices. While the US Steer price affected only a subset of domestic series, Brazil and Canada showed a significant causality from US prices. This suggests Uruguay's limited market efficiency compared to these nations, as confirmed by VECM, which indicated a moderate speed of adjustment and a longer return to equilibrium.
The GFEVD revealed the disproportionate impact of external shocks on price variability, with Uruguay's market showing a strong domestic orientation. In conclusion, while international benchmarks like the US Steer offer guidance, Uruguay's internal factors predominantly drive its market, with efficiency lagging behind Brazil and Canada. Trade agreements and economic policies could play a role in this efficiency, suggesting avenues for future research.

	Discussion and Conclusion: The study examines the Uruguay meat market's time series data and their cointegration with global prices. Originally, Johansen's Cointegration test did not reveal cointegration for all series, likely due to structural breaks influenced by external factors. After incorporating these breaks into the analysis, complete cointegration was observed. In comparing local with global prices, Uruguayan series were less reactive to international fluctuations, showing a slow adjustment in the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) and indicating a stronger impact from internal dynamics.

The impulse response function (IRF) displayed a latent and asymmetrical reaction to global price shocks, with a low pass-through rate of 6-26% within a year, highlighting Uruguay's market inefficiency against more responsive markets like Canada and Brazil. Using Forecast Error Variance Decomposition (FEVD) and Generalized FEVD, the research showed that price variability in Uruguay is more impacted by internal shocks than by global market changes, contrasting with the influence international prices exert on Canadian and Brazilian markets.

Uruguay's market interconnectivity appears robust domestically, particularly between the Half-Carcass Steer-Cow and Field Steer 480kg categories, which show a significant variance reliance. This domestic focus suggests a limited interaction with international trends, with internal market factors being more decisive. The findings suggest the Uruguayan market's performance is internally driven, presenting opportunities to improve responsiveness and efficiency in the face of global price shifts.







